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Abstract. The identification of research topics and trends is an important scientometric activity, as it can help guide the direction
of future research. In the Semantic Web area, initially topic and trend detection was primarily performed through qualitative,
top-down style approaches, that rely on expert knowledge. More recently, data-driven, bottom-up approaches have been proposed
that offer a quantitative analysis of the evolution of a research domain. In this paper, we aim to provide a broader and more
complete picture of Semantic Web topics and trends by adopting a mixed methods methodology, which allows for the combined
use of both qualitative and quantitative approaches. Concretely, we build on a qualitative analysis of the main seminal papers,
which adopt a top-down approach, and on quantitative results derived with three bottom-up data-driven approaches (Rexplore,
Saffron, PoolParty), on a corpus of Semantic Web papers published between 2006 and 2015. In this process, we both use the
latter for “fact-checking” on the former and also to derive key findings in relation to the strengths and weaknesses of top-down
and bottom-up approaches to research topic identification. Although we provide a detailed study on the past decade of Semantic
Web research, the findings and the methodology are relevant not only for our community but beyond the area of the Semantic
Web to other research fields as well.
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1. Introduction

The term scientometrics is an all encompassing term
used for an emerging field of research that analyses and
measures science, technology research and innovation
[21]. Although the term scientometrics is a broad term,
in this paper, we focus on one particular sub field
of scientometrics that uses topic analysis to identify
trends in a scientific domain over time [17]. Under-
standing topics and subsequently predicting trends in
research domains are important tasks for researchers

and represent vital functions in the life of a research
community. Overviews of present and past topics and
trends provide important lessons of how research inter-
ests evolve and allow research communities to better
plan future work, whereas visions of future topics can
inspire and channel the work of a research community.

Considering the critical role played by topic and
trend analysis when it comes to identifying under-
represented and emerging research topics, it is not sur-
prising that there have been a number of works from
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Semantic Web researchers that take an introspective
view of the community. Several papers endeavor to
predict Semantic Web research topics and trends [1,2],
or as the research advanced over the years, to anal-
yse topics and trends within the community [15,19]. In
parallel, several researchers [5,22,27,30,31,34] are ac-
tively working on tools and techniques that can be used
to automatically uncover research topics and trends
from scientific publications.

Most of the trend prediction/analysis papers in the
Semantic Web area [1,2,15] adopt a top-down ap-
proach that primarily relies on the knowledge, intuition
and insights of experts in the field. While undoubtedly
these are very valuable assets, trend-papers that purely
follow this approach risk focusing on major topics and
trends alone while overlooking under-represented or
emerging topics and trends. These shortcomings could
potentially be addressed by (semi-) automatic, data-
driven approaches, which identify research topics and
trends in a bottom-up fashion from large corpora.

The primary goal of this paper is to provide a more
complete picture of Semantic Web topics and trends
in the last decade by relying on both top-down and
bottom-up approaches. Our hypothesis being that there
is a high correlation between expert driven and data
driven topic and trend analyses, however by combin-
ing both approaches it is possible to gain additional,
valuable insights with respect to the Semantic Web re-
search domain. Starting from this hypothesis, we de-
vise two primary research questions:

(1) Is it possible to identify the predominant Semantic
Web research topics using both expert based pre-
dictions and topic and trend identification tools?

(2) What are the strengths and weaknesses of expert-
driven and data-driven topic and trend identifica-
tion methods?

In order to answer the aforementioned research
questions we adopt a mixed methods research method-
ology [25], which involves the combination of quanti-
tative and qualitative research methods, in order to gain
better insights into Semantic Web topics and trends.
Concretely, our study comprises three core tasks.

– Firstly, in a qualitative study we converge the
findings of three top-down style seminal papers
[1,2,15] at different points in time, into a unified
Research Landscape.

– Secondly, we employ three alternative data-
driven quantitative approaches in order to uncover
topics and trends from a corpus of Semantic Web
publications in a bottom-up fashion.

– Thirdly, we compare and contrast the topics de-
rived from both the expert analysis and the data
driven approaches, in order to provide a more
holistic picture of Semantic Web research.

In order to enable the Semantic Web community to
further build upon the results of our study, additional
information about the resources described in this paper
are available via https://doi.org/10.5281/
zenodo.1492693.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows:
Section 2 provides an overview of existing work on au-
tomatic topic and trend analysis in the Semantic Web
community. Section 3 describes the mixed methods
methodology that guided our analysis. Section 4 pro-
vides a snapshot of the Semantic Web research com-
munity based on the observations of several domain
specific experts [1,2,15]. This is followed by the pre-
sentation of the topic analysis of papers published in
the main Semantic Web publishing venues over a 10
year period from 2006 to 2015 in Section 5. A dis-
cussion on the findings of our analysis is presented in
Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper and
presents directions for future work.

2. Related Work

The analysis presented in this paper is situated
within the field of Scientometrics, defined by Leydes-
dorff and Milojević [26] as the “quantitative study of
science, communication in science, and science pol-
icy”. Although this research field is closely related to
Bibliometrics (i.e., the application of statistical meth-
ods to books and other media of communication), and
Informetrics (i.e., the study of the information phe-
nomena), these terms are not necessarily synonymous
[21]. In this section, we examine approaches for de-
tecting and analyzing research topics, as a specific task
within the Scientometrics landscape, with a primary
focus on the contributions from the Semantic Web
community.

Detecting topics that accurately represent a collec-
tion of documents is an important task that has at-
tracted considerable attention in recent years leading
to a variety of relevant approaches from different me-
dia sources, such as news articles [12], social networks
[7], blogs [29], emails [28], to name but a few. A clas-
sical way to model the topics of a document is to ex-
tract a list of significant terms [6] (e.g., using tf-idf)
and to cluster them [39]. Another common solution

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1492693
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.1492693
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is the adoption of probabilistic topic models, such as
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [3] or Probabilis-
tic Latent Semantic Analysis (pLSA) [20]. However,
these generic approaches suffer from a number of lim-
itations that often hinder their application for the task
of detecting scientific topics. Firstly, they produce un-
labeled bags of words that are often difficult to asso-
ciate with distinct research areas. Secondly, the num-
ber of topics to be extracted needs to be known a pri-
ori. Finally, using such methods it is not possible to
distinguish research areas from other kinds of topics
contained in a document.

Therefore, several approaches were proposed to
specifically address the problem of detecting research
topics. For instance, Morinaga et al [28] present a
method that exploits a Finite Mixture Model to de-
tect research topics and to track the emergence of new
topics. Derek et al [13] developed an approach that
matches scientific articles with a manually curated tax-
onomy of topics that is used to analyse topics across
different timescales. Chavalarias et al [8] propose a
tool known as CorText that can be used to extract a
list of n-grams from scientific literature and to perform
clustering analysis in order to discover patterns in the
evolution of scientific knowledge.

Topics can also be identified and analyzed with
methods for bibliometric mapping, which focus on
generating spatial representations of the interaction be-
tween disciplines, papers, and authors. In the last years
we saw the emergence of several relevant tools, which
leverage a variety of techniques, such as bibliographic
coupling and co-author, co-citation, and co-word anal-
ysis. CiteSpace [9] is a long running application for
identifying trends and patterns in scientific literature
that can identify emerging topics by combining co-
citation analysis and burst detection [24]. SciMAT[11]
is an advanced science mapping analysis tool that in-
corporates several algorithms and measures and cov-
ers all the steps in the bibliometric mapping workflow.
VOSViewer [41] is another well-known software for
constructing and analyzing bibliographic networks. Jo
et al [23] present a relevant approach that detects topics
by combining distributions of terms with the citation
graph related to publications containing these terms. A
detailed comparison of several such tools can be found
in [10].

Public tools for the exploration of research data
usually identify research areas by using keywords as
proxies (e.g., DBLP++ [14], Scival1), adopting prob-

1http://www.elsevier.com/solutions/scival

abilistic topic models (e.g., aMiner [40]) or exploit-
ing handcrafted classifications (ACM2, Microsoft Aca-
demic Search3).

However, all these solutions suffer from some lim-
itations. For example, keywords are unstructured and
usually noisy, since they include terms that are not
research topics. In addition, the quality of keywords
assigned to a paper varies a lot according to the au-
thors and the venues. Probabilistic topic models pro-
duce bags of words that are often not easy to map to
commonly known research areas within the commu-
nity. Finally, handcrafted classifications are expensive
to build, requiring multiple expertise, and tend to age
very quickly, especially in a rapidly evolving field such
as Computer Science.

The Semantic Web Community has also produced
a number of tools and techniques that use semantic
technologies for detecting and analyzing research top-
ics. For instance, Bordea and Buitelaar [5] demonstrate
how expertise topics extraction (with ranking and fil-
tering) along with researcher relevance scoring can be
used to build expert profiles for the task of expert find-
ing. In a related work, Monaghan et al. [27] present
their expertise finding platform Saffron based on the
same principles, and demonstrate how it can be used
to link expertise topics, researchers and publications,
based on their analysis of the Semantic Web Dog Food
(SWDF) corpus. The data is further enhanced with
URIs and expertise topic descriptions from DBpedia
and related information from the Linked Open Data
(LOD) cloud. An alternative approach is adopted by
the Rexplore system [31], an environment for explor-
ing and making sense of scholarly data that integrates
statistical analysis, semantic technologies, and visual
analytics. Rexplore builds on Klink-2 [30], an algo-
rithm which combines semantic technologies, machine
learning and knowledge from external sources (e.g.,
the LOD cloud, web pages, calls for papers) to auto-
matically generate large-scale ontologies of research
areas. The resulting ontology is used to semantically
enhance a variety of data mining and information ex-
traction techniques, and to improve search and visual
analytics. Hu et al. [22] demonstrate how Semantic
Web technologies can be used in order to support sci-
entometrics over articles and data submitted to the Se-
mantic Web Journal as part of their open review pro-
cess. Towards this end the authors provide external ac-

2https://www.acm.org/publications/class-2012
3http://academic.research.microsoft.com/
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Fig. 1. Conceptual overview of topics detection approaches: main steps and data sources

cess to their semantified dataset, which is also linked
to external datasets such as DBpedia and the Semantic
Web Dog Food corpus. On top of this data they provide
several interactive visualizations that can be used to
explore the data, ranging from general statistics to de-
picting collaborative networks. Whereas Parinov and
Kogalovsky [34] describe the Socionet research infor-
mation system that focuses on linking research objects
in general and research outputs in particular, the au-
thors argue that information inferred from the seman-
tic linkage of research objects and actors can be used
to derive new scientometric metrics.

An interesting case of data-driven analysis is that
reported in Glimm and Stuckenschmidt [19], looking
back at the last 15 years of Semantic Web research
through the lens of papers published at ISWC confer-
ences from 2002 to 2014. The authors adopt an empiri-
cal approach to better understand the topics and trends
within the Semantic Web community, in which they
identify 12 key topics that describe Semantic Web re-
search and then manually classify papers published in
ISWC conference proceedings according to these top-
ics. This work can also be categorized as a data-driven
analysis of research topics and trends, which was per-
formed completely manually.

Although data-driven approaches have been evalu-
ated on their own, to date there is a lack of works
that compare and contrast existing approaches, or in-
deed evaluate them with respect to expert-driven ap-
proaches. This paper fills this gap by adopting a holis-
tic approach to topic and trend analysis, by analyzing
the results of three expert-based and data-driven topic-
detection approaches in the context of Semantic Web
research.

3. Background and Methodology

In order to gain a better understanding of the top-
ics and trends in the Semantic Web community over
a ten year period from 2006-2015, we adopt a mixed
methods approach to topic extraction and analysis,
which combines both expert-based and data-driven ap-
proaches. According to Leech and Onwuegbuzie [25],
the mixed methods research methodology involves the
combination of quantitative and qualitative research
methods in order to gain knowledge about some phe-
nomenon under investigation. The mixed methods ap-
proach that guided the work carried out in this study is
illustrated in Figure 2.

3.1. Seminal paper qualitative topic analysis

The goal of the qualitative analysis of the seminal
papers was primarily to identify research topics men-
tioned in [1,2,15]. The work was conducted in a two
step process. In Step 1 each paper was read by three
of the authors of this paper who were each tasked with
identifying technical research topics mentioned in the
three seminal papers (e.g., ontology, OWL). To keep
the analysis as objective as possible, the authors ex-
tracted the exact wording used in the papers instead
of using synonyms more familiar to them. Following
on from this, the authors grouped extracted keywords
into broader topic areas (e.g., ontologies and model-
ing, logic and reasoning). In order to reduce any bias,
in Step 2 the results of the aforementioned analysis
were discussed and aligned during a consensus work-
shop. Where disagreement occurred with respect to the
grouping of keywords the seminal papers were con-
sulted in order to better understand the context of the
topic, such that it was possible to reach consensus as to
its categorization. The final outcome of the qualitative
analysis is the unified Research Landscape, shown in
Table 2 and discussed in detail in Section 4.
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3.2. Semantic Web publications quantitative topic
analysis

Rather than using a single topic and trend identifi-
cation tool in Step 3 we elected to perform the anal-
ysis of a corpus of Semantic Web publications with
three different tools (i.e., PoolParty4, Rexplore5, and
Saffron6), such that we could compare and contrast the
results obtained via the different tools.

Semantic Web Venues (SWVs) corpus: The corpus,
which was analyzed by each of the tools, comprises
papers from five enduring international publishing
venues dedicated to Semantic Web research, namely:
the International Semantic Web Conference (ISWC),
the Extended Semantic Web Conference (ESWC), the
SEMANTiCS conference, the Semantic Web Journal
(SWJ) and the Journal of Web Semantics (JWS), over
a 10 year period from 2006 to 2015 inclusive. These
publishing venues were chosen as they are dedicated to
Semantic Web research and have been running contin-
uously for several years. Although, the SEMANTiCS
conference was traditionally seen as a more business
oriented event, it also has a strong academic compo-
nent, with high overlap between the organizing and
program committee members and the various commit-
tees and boards of the other publishing venues. The
corpus contained 2,045 papers in total (1,472 confer-
ence papers and 573 journal papers). For ease of read-
ability this corpus is simply referred to as the SWVs
corpus in the rest of the paper.

A conceptual topic extraction and analysis workflow:
Generally speaking, the typical topic extraction and
analysis workflow, as depicted in Figure 1, is com-
posed of the following sequential steps:

Taxonomy creation involves the creation of a topic
taxonomy that guides the analysis process. In
practice, this step can be achieved manually by
domain experts, or automatically with the taxon-
omy being learned either from the document
corpus of interest or from a larger external
document corpus.

Corpus Annotation concerns the annotation of the
document corpus in terms of the taxonomy
topics. Different annotation approaches range
from manually assigning each paper in a corpus

4PoolParty, https://www.PoolParty.biz/system-architecture/
5Rexplore, http://skm.kmi.open.ac.uk/rexplore/
6Saffron, http://saffron.insight-centre.org/

to the most representative topics, annotating the
document abstracts with the relevant topics, or an-
notating the entire text of the paper based on a
topic list or hierarchy.

Analytics refers to various analytical activities
that can be conducted over the annotated
document corpus. For instance, document
classification, trend detection, expert profiling
and recommendations.

Data-driven topic extraction and analysis tools: Al-
though all three tools conducted their analysis over
the same corpus, each of them employ different ap-
proaches to topic extraction. An overview of the ap-
proaches adopted by PoolParty, Rexplore, and Saffron
with respect to the main steps depicted in Figure 1 is
summarized in Table 1 and described below:

PoolParty is a semantic technology suite that sup-
ports the creation and maintenance of thesauri
by domain experts [38]. Although PoolParty is a
commercial product, a free version, which was
made available in the context of the PROPEL
project7 [16], was used to perform the analysis
described in this paper. In the case of the analysis
described in this paper the taxonomy was created
from conference and journal metadata (i.e., call
for papers, sessions, tracks, special issues etc.),
which have been manually curated by experts
from the Semantic Web community (i.e., confer-
ence organizing committee and editorial board
members). In order to reduce the potential for bias
during the taxonomy construction, the classifica-
tion, which was performed in the context of the
PROPEL project, was collectively performed by
five Semantic Web experts. The topic frequency
analysis was subsequently conducted by Pool-
Party over the full text of the research articles
from the SWVs corpus, without any parameteri-
zation.

Rexplore is an interactive environment for explor-
ing scholarly data that leverages data mining, se-
mantic technologies and visual analytics tech-
niques [31]. In the context of this paper, we used
Rexplore for tagging research papers with rele-
vant research topics from the Computer Science
Ontology (CSO) [35], an existing ontology of
research areas that was automatically generated
from a large computer science corpus. The ap-

7PROPEL, https://www.linked-data.at/
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Fig. 2. Overview of the mixed methods-based methodology.

Table 1
Comparison of the methods and data sets used by various topic and trend analysis tools.

Tool Taxonomy Creation Topic Taxonomy Document Corpus Corpus Annotation Topic Analysis Other Analytics
PoolParty Manual Fairly broad/deep SWVs

2006-2015
Automatic
(full-text)

Topic frequency in
text

Taxonomy
extension

Rexplore Automatic
from broader
external corpus

17K topics in CS,
96 topic in SW,
9 levels deep

SWVs
2006-2015
Scopus
2006-2015

Automatic
(abstracts, titles,
keywords)

Number of papers
and citations
associated with a
topic

Taxonomy learning,
expert profiling

Saffron Automatic from
the document cor-
pus

Fairly broad/deep SWVs
2006-2015

Automatic
(full-text)

Topic frequency
and semantic
relatedness

Taxonomy learning,
expert finding, doc-
ument classification
and search

proach for tagging the publications, which took
into consideration their title, keywords, abstract
and citations, is a slight variation of the method
adopted by Springer Nature for characterizing
semi-automatically their Computer Science pro-
ceedings [32]. The analysis involved the genera-
tion of statistical information based both on the
number of papers and the citations associated
with a topic. No special parameterization was
used by the Rexplore in the context of this study.
Rexplore was applied both on the SWVs corpus
and on a more comprehensive dataset including
32,431 publications associated to the Semantic
Web. The aim of this additional analysis was to
assess if the set of papers published in the main
venues present a different topic distribution than
the set of all papers about the Semantic Web.

Saffron is a topic and taxonomy extraction tool whose
main applications include expert finding, docu-
ment classification and search [27]. In the context

of this paper, we used Saffron’s Natural Language
Processing (NLP) techniques to extract domain-
specific terms based solely on the full text of ar-
ticles in the SWVs corpus, and a novel taxonomy
generation algorithm that uses a global general-
ity measure to direct the edges from generic con-
cepts to more specific ones, in order to construct
a topical hierarchy. Additional details on the al-
gorithms used for term (topic) extraction and for
extraction of a topic taxonomy can be found in
[4]. The topic frequency and relatedness analysis
was conducted automatically by Saffron over the
SWVs corpus without the need of any additional
corpora. Based on previous studies conducted by
the Saffron team, in terms of parameterization the
taxonomy was limited to 500 topics and topics
that appear in at least 3 papers.

In Step 4we performed a syntactic analysis of the
top forty topics extracted by each of the data-driven
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tools. Both singular and plural representations of a
topic were treated as the same topic. Additionally, top-
ics with a high syntactic correlation were treated as
the same, for instance knowledge base and knowledge
based systems. A detailed description of the respective
analysis performed by PoolParty, Rexplore and Saf-
fron and the cross correlation of topics is presented in
Section 5.

3.3. Cross correlation of results

The final stage of our analysis involved the align-
ment of the topics identified by Rexplore, Pool-
Party and Saffron with the Research Landscape topics
emerging from the analysis of the seminal papers. In
Step 5 the output of each of the three data-driven ap-
proaches was mapped by one of the authors of this pa-
per to the topics of the Research Landscape. The prin-
ciples used to guide the mapping process, which in-
volved a combination of syntactic and semantic match-
ing, can be summarized as follows:

Exact syntactic match: is the most straightforward
case as topics that have exactly the same label
(e.g., Linked Data) are already aligned.

Partial syntactic match: refers to cases where two
topics have similar but not exactly matching la-
bels, however clearly refer to the same body of
research. For instance, Description Logics is a
subtopic of Logic and Reasoning.

Semantic match: denotes topics that have syntacti-
cally completely disjoint labels but they are se-
mantically related. Links between syntactically
different labels are often recorded in our extended
Research Landscape document, where several
keywords were assigned to a larger overlapping
topic. For example, we assigned keywords such
as SPARQL to the Query Languages topic.

No match: is used to represent topics identified by the
data-driven approaches that are completely new
and cannot be related to any of the topics of the
Research Landscape.

In order to reduce any bias, in Step 6 individual
topic alignments were cross-checked by the two addi-
tional authors and further discussed during an analy-
sis and cross-correlation workshop. The results of this
workshop are depicted in Tables 3- 6 and further dis-
cussed in Section 6.

4. Seminal Papers Topic and Trend Analysis

In the Semantic Web area, a handful of well-known
papers identify research topics and discuss trends
within the community [1,2,15]. Some of these papers
predict future topics [1,2], while others reflect on re-
search topics in the past years or in the present [2,15].

4.1. The seminal papers

At the turn of the millennium (2001), Berners-Lee
et al. [1] coined the term "Semantic Web" and set a
research agenda for a multidisciplinary research field
around a handful of topics.

Six years later, Feigenbaum et al. [15] analyzed the
uptake of Semantic Web technologies in various do-
mains as of 2007. In doing so, they provided a pic-
ture of the technologies available at that time as well
as the main challenges that these technologies could
solve. The authors took a reflective rather than predic-
tive stance in their work. On the 15-year anniversary of
the Semantic Web community, Bernstein et al. [2] pro-
vide their vision of research beyond 2016 by ground-
ing their predictions in an overview of past and present
research. Therefore, their paper is both reflective of
past/present work and predictive in terms of future re-
search.

Each of the vision papers mentioned above are pri-
marily based on the expert knowledge of the authors
and reflect their views, without aiming to be complete.
Our objective is to use the topics identified in these
seminal papers as a baseline for a comparison with
the output of the three data-centric topic identification
methods discussed in this paper. Note that, unlike in
information retrieval research, the proposed Research
Landscape (cf. Table 2) is by no means an absolute
gold-standard that should be achieved, but rather acts
as an intuitive comparison basis for understanding the
strengths and weaknesses of expert-driven versus data-
driven topic identification methods.

4.2. Core topics from the seminal papers

After manually annotating research topics discussed
in each of the seminal papers, we aligned the identi-
fied topics across papers, and observed eleven core re-
search topics that are mentioned by two or three of the
seminal papers (cf. Table 2). All three papers agree on
the following eight core research topics:

Knowledge representation languages and stan-
dards, such as XML, RDF and a so-called Seman-
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Table 2
Research Landscape: Core and Marginal topics discussed in the seminal papers. Topics in () were only intuitively mentioned.

Berners-Lee et al. [1]
Future

Feigenbaum et al. [15]
Past (2000-2007)

Bernstein et al. [2]
Past (2000-2016)

Bernstein et al. [2]
Future from 2016

knowledge representation
languages and standards

knowledge representation
languages and standards

knowledge representation
languages and standards

representing lightweight
semantics

ontologies and modeling,
taxonomies, vocabularies

ontologies and modeling,
taxonomies, vocabularies

ontologies and modeling,
(PR) knowledge graphs

-

logic and reasoning logic and reasoning logic and reasoning -
search and question
answering

(ranking) (PR) question answering
systems

-

(data integration) (ontology matching) (PR) needs-based,
lightweight data integration

integration of heterogeneous
data

proof & trust privacy, trust,
access control

personal information,
privacy

trust & data provenance
(representation, assessment)

databases semantic web databases database management
systems

-

decentralization (decentralization) vastly distributed
heterogeneous data

(decentralization)

C
or

e
to

pi
cs

(machine learning,
prediction, analysis,
automatic report)

knowledge extraction and
discovery

latent semantics,
knowledge acquisition,
ontology learning

-

- query language (SPARQL) developing efficient query
mechanisms

-

- (linked data, DBpedia) (PR) linked data
(open government data),
(social data)

-

intelligent software agents - multilingual intelligent
agents

-

(Internet of Things) - - high volume and velocity of
data, e.g., streaming &
sensor data

- (scalability, efficiency, ro-
bust semantic approaches)

- scale changes drastically

(semantic web services) - - -
- visualization - -
- change management and

propagation
- -

- (social semantic web,
FOAF)

-

M
ar

gi
na

lt
op

ic
s

- - - data quality, e.g.,
representation, assessment

tic Web language, were considered crucial to enabling
the vision of intelligent software agents by Berners-
Lee et al. [1]. Work on the development of web-based
knowledge representation languages (now also includ-
ing OWL) continued over the next 7 years [15]. By
2016 this was seen as a core line of research extending
also to the standardisation of representation languages
for services [2]. As for the future, Bernstein et al.
[2] predict that knowledge representation research will
focus on representing lightweight semantics, dealing
with diverse knowledge representation formats and de-
veloping knowledge languages and architectures for an
increasingly mobile and app-based Web.

Knowledge structures and modeling. Berners-Lee
et al. [1] consider knowledge structures such as ontolo-
gies, taxonomies and vocabularies as essential compo-
nents of the Semantic Web. Follow up papers confirm
active research on the creation of ontologies [2,15].

While, Bernstein et al. [2] introduce knowledge graphs
as novel knowledge representation structures.

Logic and Reasoning. Berners-Lee et al. [1] as-
sumed that inference rules and expressive rule lan-
guages would enable logic-based automated reasoning
on the Semantic Web. Their prediction was abundantly
confirmed in follow-up papers: Feigenbaum et al. [15]
reporting work on the development of inference en-
gines for reasoning by 2007; and Bernstein et al. [2]
confirming work on developing tractable and efficient
reasoning mechanisms.

Search, retrieval, ranking, and question answer-
ing. Besides intelligent agents, Berners-Lee et al. [1]
predicted that search and question answering pro-
grams would also benefit from the Semantic Web.
In 2007, Feigenbaum et al. [15] indirectly refer to
this topic in the context of ranking, however this re-
search topic becomes increasingly important accord-
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ing to Bernstein et al. [2] who describe work on ques-
tion answering systems based on semantic markup and
linked data from the Web (e.g., IBM Watson).

Matching and Data Integration. Ontology match-
ing and data integration were already intuitively men-
tioned, but not concretely named, by Berners-Lee
et al. [1]. Data integration played an important role
in many commercial applications developed up un-
til 2007 and opened up the need for change manage-
ment and change propagation across integrated data
sets [15]. By 2016, a new trend towards needs-based,
lightweight data integration is observed [2]. For the fu-
ture, Bernstein et al. [2] discuss the need to integrate
heterogeneous data as part of the broader topic of data
management.

Privacy, Trust, Security, and Provenance. Berners-
Lee et al. [1] envision proofs and digital signatures as
key aspects of the Semantic Web in order to enable
more trustworthy data exchange and the topic of pri-
vacy was also mentioned in 2007 [15]. According to
Bernstein et al. [2] future work should focus on the rep-
resentation and assessment of provenance information,
as part of the broader topic of data management.

Semantic Web Databases. Similarly to Berners-
Lee et al. [1], Feigenbaum et al. [15] discuss re-
search topics around the development of Semantic
Web tools as instrumental for commercial uptake, es-
pecially ontology editors (e.g., Protégé) and Semantic
Web databases (e.g., triple stores). According to Bern-
stein et al. [2] many of these tools evolved into com-
mercial tools by 2016.

Distribution, decentralization, and federation.
Berners-Lee et al. [1] envisioned that the Semantic
Web would be as decentralized as possible, bringing
new interesting possibilities at the cost of losing
consistency. Feigenbaum et al. [15] exemplified one
of these novel scenarios by mentioning FOAF as an
example of a decentralized social-networking system.
Bernstein et al. [2] commented on this topic briefly,
confirming that modern semantic approaches already
integrate distributed sources in a lightweight fashion,
even if the ontologies are contradictory.

Besides the aforementioned core topics, three im-
portant topics were not predicted by Berners-Lee et al.
[1], but were mentioned by the other two papers:

Knowledge extraction, discovery and acquisition. In
2007, Feigenbaum et al. [15] hint at this topic with
terms such as machine learning, prediction and anal-
ysis. Automatic knowledge acquisition was boosted
by more powerful statistical and machine learning ap-

proaches as well as improved computational resources
[2]. For the future, Bernstein et al. [2] identify a need
for new techniques to extract latent, evidence-based
models (ontology learning), to approximate correct-
ness and to reason over automatically extracted ontolo-
gies/knowledge structures. An increasing importance
is given to using crowdsourcing for capturing collec-
tive wisdom and complementing traditional knowl-
edge extraction techniques.

Query Languages and Mechanisms. By 2007, re-
search also focused on the development of query lan-
guages, most notably SPARQL [15] and developing ef-
ficient query mechanisms [2].

Linked Data. By mentioning DBpedia, Feigenbaum
et al. [15] intuitively pointed to the future research
topic of Linked Data. This topic became well estab-
lished by 2016 and a new wave of structured data avail-
able on the web (e.g., open government data, social
data) further extended research on the Linked (open)
Data topic [2].

4.3. Marginal topics from the seminal papers

Our analysis also identified several marginal topics,
mentioned by two of the seminal papers (Table 2), as
follows:

Intelligent software agents. The underpinning theme
of Berners-Lee et al. [1]’s vision paper was intelligent
software agents that would provide advanced function-
ality to users by being able to access the meaning of
Semantic Web data. Interestingly, this topic has not
been mentioned until recently, when Bernstein et al.
[2] discuss work on training conversational intelligent
agents based on multilingual textual data on the web.

Internet Of Things. The application of Semantic
Web to physical objects within the context of the future
Internet Of Things (IoT) was intuitively mentioned by
Berners-Lee et al. [1]. This topic was not mentioned
by any of the follow-up papers, even thought it is con-
sidered to play an important role in the future. Indeed,
Bernstein et al. [2] predict that dealing with high vol-
ume and velocity data will be necessary due to the in-
creased number of streaming data sources from sen-
sors and the IoT. They envision techniques for the se-
lection of streaming data (data triage), for decision-
making on streaming sensor data as well as the inte-
gration of streaming sensor data with high quality se-
mantic data.

Scalability, efficiency and robustness. Feigenbaum
et al. [15] position scalability, efficiency and robust
semantic approaches as key factors needed to ad-
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dress Semantic Web challenges, in particular integra-
tion, knowledge management and decision support. In
turn, Bernstein et al. [2] recognize that new research is
needed given that the scale changes drastically.

Semantic Web Services. Berners-Lee et al. [1] also
envisioned the applicability of Semantic Web tech-
nologies for advertising and discovering web-services.

Human-Computer Interaction. Feigenbaum et al.
[15] mention visualization as features of user-centric
applications.

Change management and propagation. Feigenbaum
et al. [15] mention or hint that change management
and change propagation across integrated data sets is
needed to accompany data integration research.

Social semantic web. Although predicting future
trends was not their explicit goal, by mentioning FOAF
Feigenbaum et al. [15] intuitively pointed to the future
research topic on the Social Semantic Web.

Data quality Under the heading of data manage-
ment, Bernstein et al. [2] group work on data integra-
tion, data provenance and new technologies that should
allow representing and assessing data quality, such as
task-focused quality evaluation (e.g., is a resource of
sufficient quality for a task?).

4.4. Trends

Although the seminal papers focus primarily on re-
search topic identification, they also offer some hints
on the way these topics evolve over time (i.e., trends).

In 2001, Berners-Lee et al. [1], used a fictitious sce-
nario to describe a vision of a web of data that can
be exploited by intelligent software agents that carry
out data centric tasks on behalf of humans. Addition-
ally the paper identifies the infrastructure necessary to
realize this vision focusing on four broad areas of re-
search, namely: expressing meaning, knowledge repre-
sentation, ontologies and intelligent software agents.

In 2007, Feigenbaum et al. [15] reflected on the
ideas presented in [1] and highlighted that although the
original autonomous agent vision was far from being
realized, the technologies themselves were proving to
be highly effective in terms of tackling data integra-
tion challenges in enterprises especially in the life sci-
ences and health care domains. Furthermore, the au-
thors highlighted that consumers were starting to adopt
FOAF profiles and to embrace decentralized social-
networking. However, they also point to new privacy
concerns when linking disparate data sources.

In 2016, discussing present research topics, Bern-
stein et al. [2] noted a large spectrum between two op-

posite research lines on expressivity and reasoning on
the Web on the one hand and ecosystems of Linked
Data on the other. Particularly notable is the adoption
of Semantic Web technologies in several large, more
applied systems centered around knowledge graphs,
which use Semantic Web representations yet ensure
the functionality of applied systems which resulted in
less formal and precise representations than expected
at the earlier stages of Semantic Web research. Based
on these considerations, the authors predict moving
from logic-based to evidence-based approaches in an
effort to build truly intelligent applications using vast,
heterogeneous, multi-lingual data.

5. Semantic Web Publications Topic and Trend
Analysis

In this section we describe the results of topic and
trend analysis by employing data-driven tools. The
bottom up analysis was performed with three different
tools (i.e., PoolParty, Rexplore, and Saffron) that en-
able users to gain insights into the various research top-
ics that appear in research papers published at popular
Semantic Web publishing venues.

5.1. PoolParty quantitative analysis

The analysis conducted by PoolParty was based on
a coarse grained taxonomy of 3,420 unique dictio-
nary topics (that were crowd-sourced from experts in
the community in the form of conference and jour-
nal metadata), which was generated by assigning each
topic to one or more foundational technologies worked
on by the community.

The chart presented in Figure 3 provides details on
the % coverage for each of the eighteen foundations,
across the five venues for the 10-year timeframe under
examination. As expected, Knowledge Representation
& Data Creation/Publishing/Sharing is the top foun-
dation, with almost 23% of the total occurrences in
all documents. This foundation includes several topics
that are fundamental to the Semantic Web community
(i.e., the ability to represent semantic data and to pub-
lish and share such data). Next in order of importance,
the management of such knowledge (Data Manage-
ment) and the construction of feasible systems (Sys-
tem Engineering), constitute almost 16% and 11% of
the occurrences, respectively. Important functional ar-
eas such as Searching, Browsing & Exploration, Data
Integration and Ontology/Thesaurus/Taxonomy Man-
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agement also figure strongly in comparison to the other
foundations (all of them with more than 7.5% occur-
rences). In contrast, very specific topics, such as For-
mal Logic, Formal Languages, Description Logics &
Reasoning, and Concept Tagging & Annotation repre-
sent a modest 4.4% and 2.6% respectively, and cross-
topics, such as Human Computer Interaction & Visual-
ization, Machine Learning, Computational Linguistics
& NLP, Security & Privacy, Recommendations, and
Analytics are only marginally represented. Topics that
relate to Quality, Dynamic Data & Streaming, and Ro-

bustness, Scalability, Optimization & Performance are
also under-represented (at around 2%).

In order to gain some insights into the research
trends over the last decade, Figure 4 depicts the
growth/decline of each of the foundations over the 10-
year timeframe. Although the general trend for all top-
ics shows year on year increases, we note that Robust-
ness, Scalability, Optimization & Performance, Dy-
namic Data & Streaming, Searching, Browsing & Ex-
ploration, and Machine Learning have increased by
more than 200% since 2005. In contrast, Security &
Privacy, and Ontology/Thesaurus/Taxonomy Manage-
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(a) top 10 multi-word topics (b) top 11-20 multi-word topics

Fig. 5. PoolParty: Growth/Decline of the (a) top 10 and (b) top 11-20 multi-word topics across the 5 venues for the 10 year timeframe.

ment have had marginal growth of only 30% for the
same period.

Figure 5 focuses on the growth/decline of the top 20
multi-word topics. Interestingly, results show a sharp
increase of Linked Data at the expense of Semantic
Web. Note also that Natural Language is in the top-
10 multi-word topics, even though this is a cross topic
which may be more represented in a different com-
munity. Finally, the decrease in the occurrence of Web
Services can also be seen here.

5.2. Rexplore quantitative analysis

Rexplore characterizes topics according to the Com-
puter Science Ontology (CSO) 8 [35], which is a large-
scale automatically generated ontology of research ar-
eas. Since it is interesting to compare the trends ex-
hibited by high-tier domain conferences with the ones
appearing in the full literature, we analysed both the
SWVs corpus (described in Section 3) and a more
comprehensive dataset (here labelled Full Semantic
Web, FSW) containing 32,431 publications associated
with the topic Semantic Web or with its 96 associated
subtopics in CSO (e.g., Linked Data, RDF, Semantic
Web Services) from a dump including all Scopus Com-
puter Science papers in the interval 2006-2015.

The analysis presented here follows the Expert-
Driven Automatic Methodology (EDAM) [33] for
performing systematic reviews of scholarly articles.
EDAM is a methodology that reduces the amount
of manual tedious tasks involved in systematic re-
views by 1) applying data driven methods for au-

8https://cso.kmi.open.ac.uk

tomatically generating an ontology of research ar-
eas, 2) revising it with domain experts, and 3) using
it to annotate papers and produce relevant analytics.
The papers were associated to a topic if they con-
tained in the title, abstract, or keywords: 1) the label
of the topic (e.g., “Semantic Web”), 2) a relevantE-
quivalent of the topic (e.g., “Semantic Web Tecnolo-
gies”), 3) a skos:broaderGeneric of the topic (e.g.,
“ontology matching”), or 4) a relevantEquivalent of
any skos:broaderGeneric of the topic (e.g., “ontology
mapping”)9. We chose this straightforward approach
instead of other more complex methods based on string
similarity [36] or word embeddings [37], since it is
simple to reproduce and yields the best precision, as
discussed in Salatino et al. [37].

Figure 6 shows the main research fields addressed
by the Semantic Web papers in both SWVs and FSW,
ranked by the percentage of their publications in the
field of Semantic Web. We excluded from this view
any super and sub areas of Semantic Web that will be
discussed later in detail. Unsurprisingly, the topic On-
tology appears in about 61.2% of the papers (55.3%
for FSW), followed by Artificial Intelligence (35.1%,
27.2%), Information Retrieval (32.7%, 25.2%), Query
Languages (26.5%, 17.1%) and Knowledge Base Sys-
tem (17.5%, 12.7%). Interestingly, these five core re-
search areas appear more often in the main venues
(+7.1% in average), but they are also very important
areas for the FSW dataset. Other research areas ap-
pear more prominently in one of the datasets. The
Query Language area is much more frequent in the

9A detailed description of the relevant semantic relationships is
available in Salatino et al. [35].
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Fig. 6. Rexplore: Frequent topics (excluding subtopics) in SWVs (blue) and FSW (red).

Fig. 7. Rexplore: Frequent Semantic Web subtopics in SWVs (blue) and FSW (red).

SWVs, probably due to the fact that the main venues
traditionally are focused on Semantic Web query lan-
guages, such as SPARQL. Formal Logic has a sim-
ilar behavior (10.9%, 6.6%), suggesting a stronger
focus of the main venues on this topic. Conversely,
other research fields appear more often in the FSW

dataset. This is the case of Natural Language Pro-
cessing (17.5%, 18.9%), Human Computer Interac-
tion (9.8%, 15.5%), Web Services (5.6%, 13.4%), Elec-
tronic Commerce (3.2%, 4.3%) and Ubiquitous Com-
puting (3.1%, 5.3%). This seems to suggest that there
is a good amount of research in the intersection of
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Fig. 8. Rexplore: Number of publications associated with eight Semantic Web subtopics in SWVs.

Fig. 9. Rexplore: Number of publications associated with eight Semantic Web subtopics in FSW.

these topics and Semantic Web that is not fully repre-
sented in the main venues.

The Semantic Web field subsumes several heteroge-
neous research areas dealing with different aspects of
its vision. Figure 7 shows the popularity of the main
Semantic Web direct subtopics in the two datasets. We
include in this view also the area of Ontology Engi-
neering, which is not formally a sub-topic of Seman-
tic Web, since a very large portion of its outcomes
are published in the main Semantic Web venues. It is

again interesting to consider the difference between the
datasets. The topics Linked Data (23.4, 8.8%), Ontol-
ogy Matching (9.5%, 2.1%), OWL (9.4%,6.7%), and
SPARQL (3.5%,1.9%) are more frequent in the main
venues. Conversely publications addressing Seman-
tic Search (4.0%, 10.6%) and Semantic Web Services
(1.7%, 3.9%) are more popular outside these venues.

Figure 8 and Figure 9 show the popularity of the
main sub-topics over the years. The two main dynam-
ics, evident in both datasets, are the fading of Seman-
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tic Web Services and the rapid growth of Linked Data
and to a lesser extent of SPARQL. Indeed, Semantic
Web Services is one of the main areas in 2004, and
an integral part of the initial Semantic Web vision [1].
However, the number of papers about these topics con-
sistently decreases and from 2013 there are almost no
publications about them in the SWVs corpus and very
few in FSW. The second trend is the steady growth
of Linked Data from 2007. In 2015 about half of Se-
mantic Web papers in the main venues refer to this
topics. Interestingly, both trends are first anticipated
by the main venues, and only later evident also in the
FSW dataset. It thus seems that the tendencies of the
main venues influence in time all the Semantic Web
research.

5.3. Saffron quantitative analysis

Saffron employs a domain-independent approach to
topic extraction, which is one of its biggest advan-
tages compared to most systems in the area, in that
it does not require external domain-specific classifica-
tions. Such information is often not readily available
especially in niche domains, and creating a classifi-
cation is very costly in terms of time, human exper-
tise needs, and maintenance. Saffron bypasses this bar-
rier by automatically building a domain model from
the input corpus itself, and by capturing the expertise
knowledge of the corpus by isolating its most generic
concepts. The constructed hierarchical taxonomy can
be visualized as a graph. We use Cytoscapes, an open
source software tool for complex networks graph visu-
alization10. It allows us to perform a network analysis
on the output provided by Saffron, and a customiza-
tion of the layout. In our case, the size and the color of
the nodes are proportional to the number of neighbors
each topic is connected to.

Figure 10 shows the general picture of the graph dis-
playing the interconnected topics from the results of
the analysis. The size and the colour of the nodes in the
graph are related to the number of edges that are con-
nected to them, ie. the bigger nodes with red shades are
the most connected topics while the smaller and blue
nodes are the leaves of the tree. The first and predomi-
nant node (i.e., the root of the taxonomy) is the Seman-
tic Web topic itself. Around it, several main clusters
with major keyphrases emerge, including: RDF Data
and Linked Data, followed by Natural Language, Data

10Cytoscapes, http://www.cytoscape.org/

Source and Reasoning Task. A strong focus is also put
on Machine Learning, Ontology Engineering, Query
Execution, and the mark-up language OWL-S. By con-
centrating on the clusters, we identify the importance
of data in terms of its representation (RDF Data, RDF
Graph, Linked Data), its accessibility (Open Data),
and its querying (Query Execution, Query Process-
ing). Some other main interests in the domain are vis-
ible, represented by a cluster made up of Natural Lan-
guage and topics related to the querying of informa-
tion such as Semantic and Keyword Search, Keyword
Query, Semantic Similarity or Information Retrieval.
Natural Language is also connected to another dom-
inating topic that is Machine Learning, associated to
Ontology Matching and Mapping. One of the branches
originating from the Semantic Web topic brings to-
gether concepts related to the structure and represen-
tation of the ontology (Knowledge Base, Knowledge
Representation, Ontology Language, OWL Ontology),
while a sub-branch leads to logic and reasoning related
topics (Description Logic, Reasoning task, Reasoning
Algorithm). The Ontology Engineering node is related
to topics such as User Interface, Ontology Develop-
ment and Ontology Editing.

As demonstrated above, the main nodes are at the
centre of clusters of topics that are semantically related
to them. In the following analysis, we focus thus on
the evolution of those major terms, which are the most
prominent for a cluster. We selected the top 20 topic
terms (i.e., the most connected ones) and observe the
distribution of their use in the SW corpus. The two
charts in Figure 11 show the percentage of documents
containing the aforementioned topics (i.e., the number
of documents where the term appear at least once), per
year. We observe that Semantic Web as a topic is on the
decline with a decrease of 20% between the beginning
and the end of the studied time frame. It is still the most
used topic nonetheless, reaching 91% of distribution
in the documents in 2006 and lowering down to 70%
in 2015. The reasons for this decline could be mani-
fold: the term/field may be so established that it is not
named explicitly in the papers anymore or the commu-
nity is trying to re-brand their research with new terms
such as Linked Data.

Indeed, the most significant progression is the use of
the term Linked Data. While it was completely miss-
ing in 2006, it experienced a very rapid growth in par-
ticular between 2008 and 2010 where its rise was 9-
fold, to eventually reach 64% of the distribution in the
documents by 2015. Similarly, the Open Data topic in-
creased from about 1% in 2006/2007 to 45% in 2015.
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Fig. 10. Saffron: Taxonomy of Semantic Web topics.

(a) top 10 topics (b) top 11-20 topics

Fig. 11. Saffron: Topic term occurrence evolution over time for (a) top 10 topics and (b) top 11-20 topics.

Other emerging topics include: Query Execution, ap-
pearing in 2015 in 15% of the publications as well as
RDF Data and Data Source which doubled their pres-
ence since 2006. Topics whose popularity increased
by at least twice their initial proportion include RDF
Graph (with two peaks in 2008 and 2014), Machine
Learning (with a peak in 2012) and Query Processing
(with a small peak in 2009 then a quite steady line).

Among the topics experiencing strong variations
through time, the term Web Service is a declining one.
After experiencing a peak of use in 2008 with a 40%
distribution in the documents, it then dropped to less
than 20% in 2015. Semantic Search experienced two
small peaks in 2008 and 2011, and slight drops in
2010 and 2012 to a more steady curve thereafter. Some
topics appear to be consistent over the years, such as
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Ontology Engineering, while some others are more
volatile. The Natural Language topic, despite being
equally cited in 2006 and in 2015, gradually dropped
in the first half of the period examined, to gain in pop-
ularity again after 2011. Keyword Search shows quite a
varied pattern, with drops in 2007, 2010 and 2012, and
peaks in 2009 and 2011. As for Service Description,
it increased slowly up to 13% by 2009, but gradually
declined towards its initial value by 2015.

5.4. Comparison of top forty topics extracted by each
tool

Table 8 and Table 9 in Appendix A, highlight the
top 40 multi-word topics that were extracted by at least
two data-driven tools and those that were only identi-
fied by a single data-driven tool, respectively, based on
a simple syntactic matching of the topics. After nor-
malizing the topic names across the sets, we found 86
unique topics. 12 of these were detected by all sys-
tems and 23 by at least two systems. We thus com-
puted the Spearman’s Rank-Order Correlation on the
intersection of the three sets. We found that Rexplore
and Poolparty exhibit a moderate correlation (ρ = 0.61)
and a statistically significant association (p (2-tailed)
= 0.035). Conversely, the list produced by Saffron is
not correlated with the ones of Rexplore (ρ = 0.01, p
(2-tailed) = 0.966.) or Poolparty (ρ = 0.01, p (2-tailed)
= 0.681).

The topics uncovered by all three tools could be cat-
egorized as reflecting the core focus of the community
(knowledge base, linked data, semantic search, seman-
tic web, web services, ontology matching, query lan-
guages) and several well established sub-communities
(information retrieval, machine learning, natural lan-
guage processing, ontology engineering). The topics
uncovered by two ore more tools further elaborate on
core research topics within the community (data in-
tegration, data source, linked open data (LOD), on-
tology language, open data, query processing, social
networks, user interfaces, web data, web semantics,
web ontology language (OWL)). While, the topics un-
covered by only one tool are a mix between support-
ing technology (e.g., rdf data, rdf Graph, search en-
gines, logic programming, SPARQL), very specific top-
ics (e.g., human computer interaction, stream process-
ing, data privacy, federated query processing), com-
monly used data sources (e.g., DBpedia, wikipedia),
and frequently used terms (e.g., on the web, use cases,
web of data).

Although in this paper we do not go into details of
the specific algorithms employed by PoolPary, Rex-
plore and Saffron, it is possible to speculate as to why
certain topics appear in the top forty list of the various
tools. For instance, considering that the PoolParty tax-
onomy is created from conference and journal meta-
data, it is not surprising that topics such as case studies,
use cases and references to on the web or web of data
appear, as these terms could frequently occur in calls
for papers. In the case of Rexplore we see evidence
of broader topics, such as artificial intelligence and
human computer interaction that are reflective of the
broader nature of the Rexplore taxonomy, which was
generated from a more general computer science cor-
pus. Finally, considering that Saffron not only learns
the topics from the corpus, but also tries to identify dis-
tinguishing topics for papers, it is not surprising that
we see evidence of specfic topics such as federated
query processing and stream processing.

6. Topic Alignment and Findings

In this section, we compare and contrast the top-
ics extracted by the three bottom-up data-driven ap-
proaches (Rexplore, Saffron, PoolParty) and the core
and marginal topics mentioned in the seminal Seman-
tic Web papers (discussed in Section 4), with primary
topics identified by the data-driven approaches pre-
sented in Section 5. Initially we conducted the map-
ping exercise with the top 20 topics, however after see-
ing that there were no mappings for several core topics
we elected to use the top 40 multi-word topics from
PoolParty, Rexplore and Saffron (see Table 7 in Ap-
pendix A).

6.1. Core and marginal topic analysis

The analysis presented in this section is based on
a comparison between the core and marginal topics
mentioned in the seminal Semantic Web papers and
the predominant topics uncovered by PoolParty, Rex-
plore and Saffron. In contrast to the aforementioned
data-driven topic analysis, which was based primarily
on the syntactic cross-correlation of topics extracted
by PoolParty, Rexplore and Saffron, the analysis pre-
sented in this section is based on the clustering of sim-
ilar topics.
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Table 3
Core research topics identified in the seminal papers and their coverage by the data-driven approaches.

Coverage Matched topics
Core topic PoolParty Rexplore Saffron PoolParty Rexplore Saffron

knowledge
representation languages
and standards

knowledge representation, knowledge based systems,
knowledge representation,
Resource Description
Framework (RDF), Web
Ontology Language (OWL)

rdf data, owl s, blank node,
object property

Knowledge structures
and modeling

ontology/thesaurus/taxonomy
management, web
semantics, ontology engi-
neering, ontology language,
data models, ontology
matching

ontology, ontology engineer-
ing

owl ontology, ontology
engineering, rdf graph,
data model, ontology lan-
guage, ontology editing,
web semantics, ontology
development, ontology
matching

logic and reasoning description logic, formal
logic/ formal languages/de-
scription logics, logic
programming

formal logic, description
logic, Web Ontology Lan-
guage (OWL)

reasoning task, description
logic

search, retrieval,
ranking, question
answering

search engines, semantic
search, web search, natural
language, searching/ brows-
ing/ exploration, computer
linguistics & NLP systems,
information retrieval

information retrieval, se-
mantic search/similarity,
computer linguistics

keyword search, semantic
search, natural language, in-
formation retrieval

matching and data
integration

ontology matching, ontology
alignment, similarity mea-
sures, data integration

ontology matching, data inte-
gration

ontology matching, seman-
tic similarity

privacy, trust, security,
provenance

- security & privacy security of data, data privacy -

semantic web databases - data sets, knowledge base,
data source, knowledge man-
agement, data management

knowledge base systems data source, relational
database, knowledge base

distribution,
decentralization,
federation

- - - - federated query, federated
query processing

query languages and
mechanisms

query languages, query an-
swering, query processing

query languages, SPARQL,
SPARQL queries

query execution, keyword
query, query processing,
query language

linked data linked data, linked open data,
semantic web, web of data,
data integration, data cre-
ation/publishing/sharing

linked data, semantic web,
linked open data, data inte-
gration

linked data, semantic web

knowledge extraction,
discovery and
acquisition

information retrieval, ma-
chine learning, extraction,
data mining, text mining,
entity, extraction, analytics,
machine learning

information retrieval, natu-
ral language processing, data
mining, machine learning,
natural language processing
systems

machine learning, informa-
tion retrieval

Core topic analysis: As shown in Table 3 all three
data-driven approaches uncovered eight out of eleven
of the Research Landscape topics and all topics were
uncovered by at least one data-driven approach. No-
table omissions include the distribution, decentraliza-
tion and federation topic, which was not uncovered
by PoolParty and Rexplore, the privacy, trust, security,
and provenance topic, which did not figure in the pri-
mary topics uncovered by Saffron, and the semantic
web databases topic which was not ranked highly by
Rexplore.

Marginal topic analysis: Comparing the output from
the data-driven approaches to the marginal topics pre-

sented in Table 4 we observe reduced coverage, with
the multilingual intelligent agents and change man-
agement and propagation topics not featuring in any
of the top 40 topic lists produced by PoolParty, Rex-
plore and Saffron. While, the scalability, efficiency, ro-
bust semantic approaches topic was only identified by
PoolParty and not by Rexplore and Saffron.

Additional topics: In order to complete the analysis
in Table 5 we highlight the topics that were extracted
by the data-driven approaches, however were not men-
tioned in the seminal papers. All three tools identified
topics that are very general in nature and as such could
not be easily mapped to the primary topics appearing
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Table 4
Marginal research topics identified in the seminal papers and their coverage by the data-driven approaches.

Coverage Matched topics
Marginal topic PoolParty Rexplore Saffron PoolParty Rexplore Saffron
multilingual intelligent
agents

- - - - - -

semantic web services web service, semantic web
service

web services, semantic web
services

web service, service descrip-
tion

visualization, user
interfaces and
annotation

user interfaces, semantic an-
notation, human computer
interaction & visualization,
annotation, concept tagging

human computer interaction,
visualization

user interface

(scalability, efficiency,
robust semantic
approaches)

- - robustness, scalability, opti-
mization and performance

- -

change management and
propagation

- - - - - -

(social semantic web,
FOAF)

social network social networks social medium

Table 5
Research topics covered by the data-driven approaches that were not identified by the seminal papers.

PoolParty Rexplore Saffron
recommendations, use cases, case studies, open
data, information systems, web data, semantic
technology, structured data

computational linguistics, recommender systems,
mobile devices, cloud computing, e-learning sys-
tem, robotics, electronic commerce systems, deci-
sion support systems

open data, web data, web technology

Table 6
Visionary research topics from the seminal papers and their coverage by the data-driven approaches.

Coverage Matched topics
Future topic PoolParty Rexplore Saffron PoolParty Rexplore Saffron

scale changes drastically - robustness, scalability, op-
timization and performance

- -

intelligent software agents - - - artificial intelligence -

(Internet of Things), high
volume and velocity of data,
e.g., streaming & sensor data

dynamic data / streaming Internet of Things stream processing

data quality, e.g,
representation, assessment

- - quality - -

in the seminal papers. For instance, recommendations,
use cases, case studies, open data, information sys-
tems, web data, semantic technology, and structured
data in the case of PoolParty, computational linguis-
tics, recommender systems, mobile devices, cloud com-
puting, e-learning system, robotics, electronic com-
merce systems, and decision support systems in the
case of Rexplore, and open data, web data, web tech-
nology in the case of Saffron. Several of the topics
uncovered by Rexplore stand out from the others as
they are not topics per se but rather application or use
case oriented keywords that were not extracted from
the seminal papers.

6.2. Evidence of future topics

Besides using the data-driven approaches to look for
evidence of the topics that the community have been
actively working on, we also investigated if the data-
driven approaches could also find evidence of future
trends predicted in the seminal papers, in particular
those mentioned by Bernstein et al. [2]. According to
our mapping presented in Table 6, evidence with re-
spect to each of the four main lines of future research
topics was uncovered by at least one of the data-driven
approaches. Interestingly, all approaches found topics
relating to the Internet of Things, streaming and sen-
sor data, indicating a rise in importance of this topic
within the Semantic Web community. However, at the
same time, the other three topics that relate to scale, in-
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telligent software agents and quality were only weakly
identified by the seminal papers.

6.3. Evidence of trends

In the following we summarize the analysis of the
trends identified by PoolParty (cf. Figure 4- 5), Rex-
plore (cf. Figure 8- 9) and Saffron (cf. Figure 11). The
foundational topic and trend analysis conducted via
PoolParty did not yield any useful results, as gener-
ally speaking work on each of the foundational top-
ics appear to be increasing year on year. A cross cor-
relation of the trends highlighted by PoolParty, Rex-
plore and Saffron provides evidence that topics such as
linked data, open data and data sources have an up-
ward trend, whiles topics such as semantic web, web
service, service description and ontology matching ap-
pear to be on a downward trend. When it comes to
trend analysis using the data-driven approaches, it is
clear that neither foundational topic analysis nor topic
specific analysis, provides us with enough evidence
to confirm the visions outlined in the seminal papers.
For this there is a need for a more focused analysis
that maps visions to relevant research topics and uses
year on year aggregate counts to depict trends. Al-
though, Fernandez Garcia et al. [16] made some ini-
tial attempts at mapping the trends identified by Pool-
Party to the visions from the seminal paper, unfortu-
nately such a mapping is not very straightforward even
for manual mappings and as such is left to future work.

6.4. Mixed methods observations

The comparative analysis of the research topics
identified with the qualitative and quantitative meth-
ods, discussed in the previous sections, reveals several
interesting observations on the benefits and drawbacks
of these approaches, as discussed next.

Qualitative vs. Quantitative approaches. Compar-
ing the quality of topic detection using data-driven
methods with that of expert-driven methods (cf. Ta-
ble 3), we observe that data-driven approaches had a
high recall when it comes to detecting core topics iden-
tified by experts in the seminal papers. Data-driven
methods failed however to cover multidisciplinary top-
ics, (i.e., topics that cross boundaries between areas),
such as distribution, decentralization, federation, or
privacy, trust, security, provenance, or semantic web
databases. These weakly covered topics are particu-
larly interesting, as they indicate research areas that,

although considered important by experts, have not yet
attracted a critical mass of research to be reliably iden-
tified with quantitative methods.

Analyzing the coverage of marginal topics (cf. Ta-
ble 4), we find an opposite phenomenon of research
topics for which there is marginal agreement among
experts, but strong data-driven evidence of work on
those topics. Indeed, data-driven approaches confirm
some of the marginal topics such as social semantic
web and human computer interaction. These are topics
on which a sufficient volume of work is performed to
allow identification by data-driven approaches, but for
which a core community has not yet been formed.

As expected, the coverage of visionary topics ( Ta-
ble 6) was lower. Although these periphery topics are
somehow addressed by the Semantic Web community,
the data-driven analysis failed to represent them with
the required fine-grained details. It is clear from the
results of our analysis that further work on trend de-
tection and analysis is needed in order to better detect
emerging topics and to understand the research gaps
with respect to the vision.

A major benefit of data-driven methods is that they
are capable of providing evidence of the popularity of
research areas and topics over time and consequently
can be used to derive research trends (although these
are somewhat sensitive to the available data and can
be less accurate when data is missing, for instance to-
wards the end of the analysis period). When it comes
to topics that appear in the Research Landscape but are
underrepresented according to our data-driven analy-
sis, such information could be used to encourage pub-
lications on these topics via calls for papers of future
conferences or via workshops or journal special issues.

Comparison of Quantitative Methods. For the
quantitative analysis of our work, we employed data-
driven methods that differed, among others, in the way
the topic taxonomy was created. In the case of Pool-
Party a manually built topic taxonomy was employed
which closely reflected the topics on which the com-
munity are looking for in call for papers or in con-
ference programs. Rexplore made use of the CSO on-
tology, a large-scale ontology of computer science ex-
tracted from a very large corpus and covering key re-
search areas as well as associated research topics. Fi-
nally, Saffron extracted its taxonomy of topics entirely
from the corpus under analysis and used clustering to
identify topics that belong to a research area (with-
out actually deriving research area names). Obviously,
these approaches of procuring the topic taxonomy are
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decreasing in terms of cost as per the time of expert
involvement.

In terms of overall performance, (cf. Tables 3, 4, 6),
PoolParty identified 17/21 core, marginal and future
topics (10/11 core topics; 4/6 marginal topics; 3/4 fu-
ture topics). Together with Saffron, PoolParty identi-
fied the most core topics, while achieving the high-
est recall for the other two topic categories too (i.e.,
marginal and future topics). Closely after PoolParty,
Rexplore identified 14 of the 21 topics of the Research
Landscape (9/11 core topics; 3/6 marginal topics; 2/4
future topics), identifying in each category just one
topic less than PoolParty. Finally, Saffron is overall
very close in its coverage to that of the other two tools
by identifying 13 out of 21 topics (10/11 core topics;
2/6 marginal topics; 1/4 future topics). While having a
very good coverage of the core topics, Saffron’s per-
formance was remarkably inferior to the other tools for
the other topic categories, where it primarily identified
those topics which were already identified by the other
tools. From the above, we conclude that the use of a-
priory built taxonomies of research areas, while more
expensive, leads to a better coverage of research topics,
especially in the analysis of marginal or emerging re-
search topics. Moreover, we attribute the high success
of PoolParty to covering research topics to the fact that
it relied on a high-quality, manually built topic taxon-
omy that was well aligned to the domain as the topics
were extracted from conference and journal metadata.

While the most cost-effective, Saffron identified a
bag of topics that was less straightforward to align to
research areas than the output of the other two ap-
proaches that relied on taxonomies of research areas
(and associated topics). The alignment and interpreta-
tion of Saffron topics required expert knowledge and
therefore Saffron should ideally also be used in set-
tings where such expert knowledge is available.

While PoolParty had the best performance in con-
firming research topics from the qualitative analysis,
Rexplore provided the most additional topics (cf. Ta-
ble 5), clearly identifying research topics at the in-
tersection of the Semantic Web and other research
communities (e.g., computational linguistics and cloud
computing), thus providing invaluable support in po-
sitioning the work of our community in a broader re-
search context.

7. Conclusion

The analysis of research topics and trends is an im-
portant aspect of scientometrics which is expanding

from qualitative expert-driven approaches to also in-
clude data-driven methods. The Semantic Web com-
munity is no different, with several seminal papers re-
flecting on and predicting the work of the commu-
nity and data-driven methods (based on Semantic Web
technologies) trying to achieve similar topic and trend
detection activities (semi-)automatically.

With this study, we aimed to go beyond the vari-
ous views on our community’s Research Landscape
scattered in several papers and obtained with differ-
ent methods. To that end, we proposed the use of a
mixed methods approach that can converge, unify but
also critically compare conclusions reached with both
expert or data-driven approaches. Finally, we conclude
this study by revisiting the original research questions:

Is it possible to identify the predominant Seman-
tic Web research topics using both expert based
predictions and topic and trend identification tools?
A key benefit and novelty of our work is that we iden-
tified and aligned core research topics mentioned in
the seminal papers and then verified these using data-
driven methods. After extracting, grouping and align-
ing the topics from the seminal papers, we concluded
on eleven core Semantic Web topics (cf. Table 3), out of
which eight were confirmed by all the data-driven ap-
proaches, while the remaining three indicate topics that
are important but not sufficiently represented in papers
at the key Semantic Web venues. Besides these core
topics, we capture six marginal topics (cf. Table 4) out
of which two are very strongly supported by evidence
from data-driven methods.

From a trends perspective, it was clearly visible that
topics such as linked data, open data and data sources
have increased in importance over the years. While, at
the same time, topics such as semantic web, web ser-
vice, service description and ontology matching seem
to appear less and less. Although we could speculate as
to why this is the case (e.g., a push by the community
towards using semantic technology to open up and link
data may have caused a decline in work in relation to
service based machine-to-machine interaction), how-
ever a more in depth analysis, involving sources other
than over research papers, would be needed in order to
conform our suspicions.

Looking into the future, we identify four future top-
ics (cf. Table 6), from which the topics on IoT, sen-
sor and streaming data has ample evidence in the
analyzed research corpus. Finally, the Rexplore data-
driven method provided insights into the interactions
of our fields with other research areas, highlighting
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its cross-disciplinary nature. Considering the growing
interest in scientomentrics within the Semantic Web
community, our findings could be used as a base-
line for benchmarking other topic and trend detection
methods for the same time period, or extended to cater
for more recent work by the community.

What are the strengths and weaknesses of expert-
driven and data-driven topic and trend identifi-
cation methods? Qualitative, expert-driven methods
benefit from insights by experts who reflect on past
or present research topics and trends and predict fu-
ture directions. As such, they remain valuable assets
in the scientometrics tool-box. Data-driven methods
challenge expert-analysis by providing a surprisingly
high recall, especially for core research topics, and nat-
urally less for marginal and emerging topics. However,
a major benefit of data-driven methods is that their
findings are backed-up by quantitative data which can
be used to perform a range of other analytics such as
research trend detection or identifying connections be-
tween research topics.

A key element of the data-driven approaches consid-
ered here is the use of a topic taxonomy which can be
derived with costly, manual effort, semi-automatically
or fully-automatically. Not-entirely surprising, well-
curated taxonomies lead to the best performance, but
these naturally age very quickly and their mainte-
nance is not sustainable. Therefore, semi-automatic or
fully-automatic taxonomy construction methods offer
a cheaper and more sustainable alternative with only a
slight loss of recall.

In this paper, we proposed and demonstrated the
use of a mixed methods approach, which combines
both qualitative and quantitative methods in an attempt
to overcome their respective weaknesses. This mixed
methods approach has several strengths. Firstly, it al-
lowed us to synchronize the results of several qual-
itative studies and propose a unified Research Land-
scape of the area. Secondly, by comparing and con-
trasting the Research Landscape with the results of the
data-driven methods, we could: (1) confirm those top-
ics that are both seen as important by experts and for
which quantitative evidence can be gathered - these are
clearly core topics in the community; (2) identify top-
ics that experts consider important but for which data-
driven methods do not (unanimously) find sufficient
evidence in the corpus - these are topics that the com-
munity should encourage; (3) identify topics on which
not all experts agree (which is natural given some
bias inadvertently brought in by experts) but which

are strongly represented in the research data - these
topics could benefit from community building efforts.
To summarize, mixed methods allows for drawing in-
teresting conclusions in areas where quantitative and
qualitative methods agree or disagree. A weak point of
the presented method is the use of manual extraction
and alignment of topics which could have introduced
bias. We tried to minimize this by performing each
of these steps with multiple experts and then reaching
agreement where their opinions differed.

In this paper we have focused on approaches to anal-
yse and reflect about the past and to some extent the fu-
ture development of our research community, using ex-
pert opinions, on the one hand, and applying our own
data-driven methods, on the other. As such, the com-
parison and benchmarking of topic detection tools was
outside the scope of the paper. Nevertheless, the col-
lected document corpus and the results of our analysis
provide the foundations for performing further analy-
sis and benchmarking among topic detection tools in
future work.

A first interesting direction would be to apply meth-
ods for citation network analysis [9,11] in order to
characterize each research field with relevant clusters
of papers. We could also apply techniques from the
field of spatial scientometrics [18] for analyzing the
geographical trends.

Additionally, we could adopt (as mentioned in the
end of Section 4.2) emerging methods such as crowd-
sourcing for a similar reflectional exercise. That is,
based on the findings and topics presented here, let
the community itself on a larger scale than relying on
the insights of a few of its established experts, assess
the importance and future of topics for the community.
Such an analysis should probably counteract biases in
terms of ensuring that researchers do not assess/favor
the (future) importance of their own field of research,
but we would expect this to be an interesting future
direction.

Other avenues for further study include: a more fo-
cused analysis that maps visions to relevant research
topics and generates the corresponding trends; the
deepening of the work to better understand the type
of coverage offered in each of the identified research
topics; and a broadening of the work to consider not
only the research topics but also the application areas
and domains where these technologies are routinely
applied.

Also, it would be interesting to test this method in
other communities (e.g., Software Engineering) and to
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further improve the topic alignment methods to further
reduce bias.
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Appendix

A. Additional results

Table 7
Extended topics: Top-40 multiwords in Poolparty and top-40 topics in Rexplore (MV) and Saffron

Poolparty Rexplore Saffron
1 semantic web semantic web semantic web
2 linked data ontology rdf data
3 knowledge base artificial intelligence linked data
4 web service information retrieval natural language
5 web semantics query languages data source
6 data source linked data reasoning task
7 data sets knowledge based systems machine learning
8 description logic natural language processing systems query execution
9 on the web Computational Linguistics owl S

10 natural language formal logic ontology engineering
11 use cases data mining rdf Graph
12 social network knowledge representation User Interface
13 query languages human computer interaction service description
14 search engines ontology matching open data
15 query answering web ontology language (OWL) semantic search
16 user interfaces description logic query processing
17 semantic annotation linked open data (LOD) keyword search
18 information retrieval data integration keyword query
19 web of data web services owl ontology
20 open data resource description framework (RDF) web service
21 data models security of data query language
22 semantic search ontology engineering data model
23 ontology matching semantic search/similarity ontology matching
24 information systems social networks web data
25 query processing SPARQL federated query
26 machine learning data privacy stream processing
27 ontology language recommender systems relational database
28 semantic web service electronic commerce blank node
29 linked open data sensors information retrieval
30 logic programming ubiquitous computing ontology language
31 knowledge management semantic information description logic
32 data integration SPARQL queries federated query processing
33 ontology engineering pattern recognition semantic similarity
34 semantic technology data visualization object property
35 ontology alignment knowledge acquisition ontology editing
36 web search information technology social medium
37 web data mobile devices knowledge base
38 structured data wikipedia web technology
39 case studies machine learning web semantics
40 similarity measures DBpedia ontology development
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Table 8
Extended topics extracted by two or more tools

Topic PoolParty Rexplore Saffron

description logic

information retrieval

knowledge base

linked data

machine learning

natural language processing

ontology engineering

semantic search

semantic web

web services

ontology matching

query languages

data integration -

data source -

linked open data (LOD) -

ontology language -

open data -

query processing -

social networks -

user interfaces -

web data -

web semantics -

web ontology language (OWL) -
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Table 9
Extended topics extracted by only one tool

Topic PoolParty Rexplore Saffron

artificial intelligence - -

blank node - -

case studies - -

Computational Linguistics - -

data mining - -

data models - -

data privacy - -

data sets - -

data visualization - -

DBpedia - -

electronic commerce - -

engineering data model - -

federated query - -

federated query processing - -

formal logic - -

human computer interaction - -

information systems - -

information technology - -

keyword query - -

keyword search - -

knowledge acquisition - -

knowledge management - -

knowledge representation - -

logic programming - -

mobile devices - -

object property - -

on the web - -

ontology - -

ontology alignment - -

ontology development - -

ontology editing - -

owl ontology - -

owl S - -

pattern recognition - -

query answering - -

rdf data - -

rdf Graph - -

reasoning task - -

recommender systems - -

relational database - -

resource description framework (RDF) - -

search engines - -

security of data - -

semantic annotation - -

semantic information - -

semantic similarity - -

semantic technology - -

semantic web service - -

sensors - -

service description - -

similarity measures - -

social medium - -

SPARQL - -

SPARQL queries - -

stream processing - -

structured data - -

systems query execution - -

ubiquitous computing - -

use cases - -

web of data - -

web search - -

web technology - -

wikipedia - -


